
   

TECHNIQUES FOR MEETINGS WHICH ENGAGE PARTICIPANTS AND GET RESULTS 

Summary 

A practical session that examines the process of planning and running succinct meetings that 
encourage managed participation and end with people knowing what they are supposed to be doing  

Indicative content 

• Planning a meeting: timing, sending notification, formal and informal agendas, selecting 
your location, encouraging preparation from participants 

• Running a meeting: chairing a formal meeting, leading an informal meeting, managing 
timing, summarising and concluding, encouraging contribution 

• Meeting challenges: making your point, taking notes, making meetings inclusive, retaining 
focus, managing dominant participants 

• Following up meetings: checking progress with actions, achieving coherence between 
meetings 

 

COPING WITH AND PRIORITISING MULTIPLE DEMANDS ON STAFF TIME FROM EMAIL, 
PHONE AND FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION 

Summary 

Many Professional Services staff balance client communication by phone and email while also 
covering a service desk for face to face communication. This session recognises the pressure to 
achieve service standards these responsibilities can cause and looks at practical ways to balance 
competing demands 

Indicative content 

• Teamwork: Designing and working with rotas to deliver consistent cover, shared mailboxes 
and phone ringrounds, sharing information on on-going cases, team updating on day to day 
workload 

• Managing and prioritising personal email: quick decision making, email storage, balancing 
information sharing with mailbox overload 

• Face to face communication: speed vs customer experience, improving the client 
environment, harnessing good ideas for new ways of working 

• Stress management: Recognising pressure on individuals and how to alleviate it, using 
downtime effectively 

 

 

 



   

 

GIVING DIFFICULT MESSAGES: APPROACHES TO CHALLENGING COMMUNICATION WITH 
CLIENTS AND COLLEAGUES 

Summary 

A session designed to give participants confidence in preparing for and having difficult conversations 
with clients or colleagues. We recognise the importance of discussing and working through a variety 
of approaches to typically difficult situations as well as considering how to handle the emotions and 
anxiety such demands may cause. Within the session there are opportunities to practice and 
evaluate different approaches 

Content 

• Challenging, emotional or difficult clients or customers: Giving a clear message, choosing 
your language carefully, keeping yourself safe physically and emotionally, making a record 
and sharing information about the encounter, understanding effects of cultural or language 
differences  in communication 

• Giving feedback to colleagues: planning what to say, when and where, addressing your own 
anxiety, following up a difficult message with support, discretion and confidentiality, 
appropriate record keeping 

• Learning from experience: reflecting and learning from your experiences, recognising 
individual strengths and weaknesses in approach, building confidence while retaining 
sensitivity 

RECORD KEEPING TECHNIQUES: APPROACHES TO SUPPORT TEAM WORKING AND 
MAINTENANCE OF SERVICE STANDARDS 

Summary 

A key element to maintaining consistently excellent service standards is to ensure service related 
information is shared and stored effectively and appropriately so that it can be accessed by different 
members of the team within the bounds of confidentiality and data protection. Good record keeping 
can mean the difference between a client’s needs being met first time and their being passed round 
from person to person. An intelligent and thoughtful approach to record keeping can also enhance 
team working, making information sharing as efficient and speedy as possible. In this session we 
examine the discipline needed for excellent record keeping and ways in which an effective team can 
cultivate this 

Note: record keeping in this session refers to local or departmental systems over which users have 
some control rather than large scale institutional student management systems 

Indicative content 

• Sharing written information: deciding what to write down and how it can be accessed, 
information handover at shift change or annual leave, confidentiality in a busy office 



   

• Storage of written information: Tidying up an existing system, designing a logical and 
consistent system of storage, controlling and managing use of a record keeping system, 
monitoring use of a storage system, evaluating a record keeping system, training new staff 
to use a system 

• Sharing new ideas: Encouraging users to suggest improvements to systems, action planning 
system changes, identifying who should be responsible for changes and how they report to 
the rest of the team 

SMART INDUCTION – GETTING THE WHOLE TEAM INVOLVED 

Summary 

When new staff join you there is an important opportunity to use the stimulus of their arrival to 
revitalise the team and encourage existing team members to examine both what they have achieved 
and their values and mission. A strong well organised induction also helps the new member of staff 
settle in and become productive as quickly as possible. This session considers how to put together a 
robust but manageable induction for new staff and involve all the team in its delivery. It is suitable 
for a whole team or department as it seeks to generate involvement and engagement in induction 
from all levels of staff 

Indicative content 

• Preparing for induction: Getting team consensus on what the new staff member needs to 
know, preparing an induction pack, planning and co-ordinating meetings with team 
members, articulating team values and mission, considering mentor support 

• Practicalities: Checking access to systems, documents and locations, organising relevant 
training and development, responding to practical questions, early objectives and targets 

• Revitalising the team: reviewing roles and how work is shared, identifying best ways to share 
experience, making the most of fresh eyes 

• Review and ongoing support: What the new person needs to know in the medium and 
longer term, evaluating induction 

EFFECTIVE ACTION PLANNING: CREATING AND USING A SHARED ACTION PLAN AND 
MONITORING PROGRESS AGAINST IT TO ENSURE RESULTS 

Summary 

An introduction to a tried and tested approach to action planning which promotes regular use and 
updating of the plan as a working document. Taking this approach encourages team responsibility 
for completion of small and large projects on time and provides an effective template for reporting 
progress against targets to managers or at meetings. In the session we learn how to use the plan and 
practice the most important element of breaking down and recording tasks in doable chunks  

Indicative content 

• Action planning template: describing tasks, allocating responsibility, including timings, 
defining milestones, completing tasks checking progress 



   

• Making tasks manageable: breaking down tasks into doable steps, understanding how tasks 
can run in parallel, re-planning and coping with contingencies 

• Action plan as a working document: reporting against an action plan, revising the plan, 
sharing progress with the team 

• Wider use of the action planning technique: using action plans to drive service delivery, large 
scale action plans for strategic change, action notes 

 

 

The Masterclasses will be delivered by Bibby Rumbelow Ltd, a consultancy and training company 
which specialises in staff development and consultancy in Higher Education. 

Bibby Rumbelow  Masterclasses  are well established and have an excellent reputation in universities 
throughout the UK. Full of practical tips, hints and opportunities to practise new skills and share 
experience the Masterclasses are suitable for staff at all levels and provide are ideal as a boost to 
teamworking .  We are happy to put you in touch with clients who have enjoyed and benefited from 
our Masterclasses already. 

For further information about the content or pricing of our Masterclasses please call or email  Dr 
Judy Rumbelow   judy@bibbyrumbelow.com   Tel: 01858 880 801 

mailto:judy@bibbyrumbelow.com

